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ABSTRACT

Article History:

Encryptions and Decryptions are done using the public key and private key
key. These both keys are not
stored on the client side or server side but only in the users devices like mobile, tablet in the form of
Quick Response (QR) codes. This quick response codes can be used to Decrypt the users information
and data. The Cloud computing standard as a new computing model which aim to prov
provide reliable,
Custom and quality of service certification in dynamic computing for the end users. Cloud computing
enables customers with limited computational resources to out resource with their Big computational
workload
kload to the cloud, and storage,
storage bandwidth power and even relevant software that can be shared in
pay- per –use
use way. In this paper we must design a mechanism for protect information or data by using
the encryption and decryption technique. And also protect the customers data and informati
information from
malicious Attacks or Behaviors.
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INTRODUCTION
In the modern day the cloud services are very popular. Cloud
service offers claim to provide security. The user can upload
their information data like document and media files because
the cloud servers aree scalable easily accessible and all over. In
the case of cloud security the users do not trust the security of
cloud data. Every cloud users the biggest challenge of the
cloud data security like data recovery, data location, regulatory
compliance and privileged
ileged users. But it is very difficult for
service providers to prove the users that the data is secure even
if the cloud servers are agreed. These sensitive information,
data like document images audio video files and more media
file as well. Such media files
iles are not managed by the users.
these files are uploaded to the cloud servers.
Essiential characterstics of cloud computing can
ca be define
as the given bellow






On-demand self service.
Broad network access.
Rapid elasticity.
Resource pooling.
Measured service.
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On-demand self service
User can unnaturally provision computing capabilities like
server time and network storage is automatically without
requiring human interaction with each service provider. The
On demand service is a delivery model in this model
computing resources are made available to needed as per user
requirement.
These resources maintained by the user enterprise and
made available
ble by a cloud service provider
Broad network access: In the bbroad network accessed through
the standard mechanisms that promote use by different thin
and thick client platforms.eg. laptops and mobile phones.
Rapid elasticity: Rapid elasticity capabilities can be
elastically released and provisioned, in some cases
automatically
utomatically to scale rapidly outward and inward sufficient
with demand.
Resource pooling: The resource pooling providers computing
resources are pooled to serve the multiple users or customers
using a multilevel model, with different virtual resources an
and
physical resources can dynamically assigned and reassigned
according to the customer demand. Example of resources
include memory, processing, storage and network bandwidth.
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Measured service: In the case of measured service the cloud
systems automatically control and optimize resource use by
averaging metering capability at some level of abstraction
proper to the service. Example storage, memory and
processing.

Deployment model
Private cloud: private cloud is opposite of public cloud.
private cloud allows systems and services only with an
organization.
Public cloud: In public cloud allows the easily accessible
cloud systems and services to open general public. Its operated
and managed by a business, academic, and government
organization.
Community cloud: Community cloud means to access the
services in various group of organizations.
Hybrid cloud: Hybrid cloud is the combination of the public
and private cloud. Its provides the both features scalability
private and public scalability.

Figure no 1. Cloud architecture

Cloud computing models
There are two type of cloud computing models
 Service Models.
 Deployment models.

Figure no 2. Service models

Software as a service (SAAS): Applications are accessible
from various customers or client devices through a thin client
interface, such as web browser like email based, or a program
interface. The consumer does not control and manage the cloud
infrastructure including servers, network, storage and operating
systems.
Platform as a service (PAAS): Platform as a service provide
the runtime environment for applications, development and
deployment and download install software. It is also support to
web-development interfaces such as simple object protocol
which allows the multiple web services.

Figure no 3. Deployment models

Quick response code (QR Code)
QR codes are two dimensional barcodes (matrix codes).QR
code used to encrypt and decrypt the various information and
data in the format of text format and image format. In QR code
we store the information such as email address, URL of
website, phone numbers and various identity of users. QR code
is a very easy to use technology for hidden the information of
the customers or client. The smallest size of QR code pixel is
21*21 and the largest size of QR code pixel is 177*177 .Size
of QR code pixels is called versions. 21*21 pixel size of QR
code is version 1 and 25*25 pixel size of QR code is version 2
and 177*177 pixel size of QR code is called version 40.its also
support for error correction. There are four levels of error
correction Level L modes provides 7% error correction rate
and level M provides the 15% error correction rate and
25%error correction rate is level Q and level H provides the
error correction rate is 30%. In present time QR code
technology and scanning the code is supported by many
mobile phones and devices such as Android phones and apple
phones. In android phones we are used the various applications
for scan the QR code.

Infrastructure as a service (IAAS):
In infrastructure as a service provided the various services
are






Memory.
Storage space.
CPU cycle.
Network equipment.
Server space.

Network as a service (NAAS): Networks as a service
involves the optimization resource allocations by considering
network and computing resources as a unified whole. The
traditional network as a service include the flexible and
extended virtual private network with bandwidth on demand.

Figure no 4. QR Code architecture
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User authentication
In cloud systems use the user name and password for user
authentication. User authentication technique use for verify the
correct user. If users gives the correct password then access to
the data. If the user input the small error entering the secret
password, the authentication is fails and user cannot access the
data. In cloud systems an another mechanism used for user
authentication is one time password (OTP). For one time
password user need the extra devices such as mobile or pager
for receive the conformation code or passwords.

Blowfish algorithm is a symmetric key encryption algorithm.
Symmetric key algorithm means the user public and private
key is same
Conclusion
The goal of this survey paper is highly secure the cloud data
using the user authentication and QR code based technique. In
modern day the cloud data suffers from the various privacy and
security issues. We try to more secure the cloud data using the
asymmetric encryption algorithm. Asymmetric algorithm is
used to both encryption and decryption after using the
asymmetric algorithm the cloud data is more secure because
user encrypt the data using public key and decrypt using the
private key both key are different.
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